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Spiritual Healing Association Worldwide
Spiritual Healing   -   Distant Healing   -   Hands on Healing

International Spiritual Healer, Minister, Trainer, Spiritual Medium
Working with my doctors in spirit, to ease pain, illness, and suffering, down here on earth

Humans & Animals - Worldwide - Spiritual Guidance - Psychic & Tarot Readings

Changing lives Worldwide for the better

As seen on TV & the Media

All major credit

cards accepted

CHARITY  DONATIONS  VERY  WELCOME

Would you like to give yourself the chance of not getting
breast cancer ? See page 5
Ever deleted important photo’s or files,  would
you like to get them back….. See page  3

AMAZON SCAM Page  7

This is the largest car and coach park here,  you can see it is
packed with cars,  out of site is the coach park and more cars
parked.
Later this month the 3 T’s will disappear and things will get
back to normal, coaches are allowed to park here free so
patients that come in large quantities in a coach pay no parking
charges.  Cars pay as usual.
We live just over the estuary as you can see,  high up the valley
looking up the estuary just out of sight of the harbour.

Photograph taken from our cottage
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Continued on page 7

THE BIG WHEEL
COMES TO MARBLE  ARCH

On the way to my hotel one of the weeks last month,
as my taxi approached Marble Arch I saw a large
wheel behind it as above.
I could see this from my hotel room.

Later in the evening after finishing with my patients
I went a walk and took some photographs, both is the
Daylight then in the dark.
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Young Binnie, our puppies mum
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A message from Reverend Malcolm

123

Hi spiritual seekers,
This  months photograph is Cherie at 18 ½ months old,  she is starting to
look like a fully grown Pyrenean,  I do not want to rush it though as
the puppy stage is so memorable, and once it is over, it is gone forever.
It is lovely watching a puppy slowly mature to their natural adulthood,  as it is over
17 years since I have had a Pyrenean puppy so I am really enjoying my time with her.

It is some months since I introduced our    “  Memories from Yesteryear “ page ,    so the thought came to me,  ( or
was put in my head ) !, to introduce a new photograph memory page since moving to Cornwall over 4 years ago now.
So I start with the photograph below.
We spent around 4 months around St Agnes area in our first year when we were caravanning so spent most our days,
twice a day walking these paths in every direction.
Billy enjoying himself looking out to sea loving every minute of every walk.
Even in the height of the summer there were plenty of spaces to park our car, and for free which is a novelty these
days and times,  one camp site was only 2 ½ miles from this spot on the edge of St Agnes village, a charming un-
spoiled place.
We still drive there from time to time,  it is about 50 plus miles from where we live on the opposite coast.
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Cherie -  1st July 2015

Listed as the second best tin mine ruins in Cornwall on the web,  there are dozens of walks here from moorland to sea.
I could feel some very bad accidents at this mine,  I had visions of all, even ladies and children falling to their death after mine
and tunnel collapsing long ago.   You can see the sea crashing beneath through a capped hole by the side of the building.
Just outside \St Agnes  -  Summer 2011  -  this photograph was taken as a still on my camcorder.
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Memories of These times



Ever deleted that unreplaceable photo(s) on your computer
Or an important file  -  do not worry  -  you may still be able to get them back

Panic over, they are still there !
Ever wondered why, when you see on various pro-
grams,  true or fictional, some authorities using spe-
cial forensic software,  can still take a computer and
find files that have been deleted ?
Computers by the way they work can never remove
a photo or file from its hard drive.
The answer is simple,  when you hit the delete but-
ton,  or empty the rubbish bin,  your files are still
there as you can not delete anything off your com-
puter….
All that happens is the computer removes the TITLE
of your photo’s or files,   if you cannot see them in
your files,  then you can not open them again ……
It is not until your hard drive becomes full, then it will
start to overwrite new files over any deleted infor-
mation that may be on the hard drive.

You can recover photographs or files that you have
deleted with special recovery software,  programs
that are readily available if you know where to go…
So for a reasonable price you can buy a recovery
program that will allow you to find that important or
irreplaceable photograph or file for you so you can
put it back to use.
It is the same type of software that certain authori-
ties use when accessing files from peoples comput-
ers,  you can do this also.

I do believe the company I use and know how good
their products are,  allow you to download a trial
version so you can test it yourself to see how good
it is before buying the full version.
Take a look at their web site, you should find it inter-
esting.
The company is called:
Freshcrop software and services.

Just do a search for www.freshcrop.com
and take a look at what they do.
Photo Recovery…
Data Recovery…
Also….
Permanent File deleting software…
I used a trial version back around the turn of the
century, so have brought the full copy to protect my
important files.

OK,  so then,  I hear you say,  does that mean you
can never delete or make a photo or file unreadable
The answer is yes you can,   again by using special
file wiping software, also readily available.
It is true,  you can never remove photographs or
files from a hard drive, it is the way computers
work,  but with anything in life,  nothing is impossi-
ble….
As I have sensitive stuff I need to ensure can never
be looked at,  like patients photographs and per-
sonal details for instance,  being so security con-
scious I need to make sure such personal
information is unreadable.
How can you I hear you say,  if there is software
that can recover such information.
As there is no way of deleting anything off your
computer,  then there is only one way of ensuring
your files are unreadable.
That is cover them up !
Should your hard drive be completely full, then it
will automatically write over the files you have delet-
ed,  but with the size of hard drive these days, it is
hard to fill them, but if so it may still be possible to
recover some files with the special programs availa-
ble with only a covering of another file.
I use a program called  “MediaWipe”, that is read-
ily available to buy.
This uses the US department of defence criteria, all
you do is import any files or photographs into the
MediaWipe program,  it then prints over the docu-
ments many times,  covering them with miscellane-
ous characters thus making it unreadable and
impossible for such spy programs to find or read,  it
is as simple as that.
The process only takes a few seconds or minutes
depending on the size and amount you are delet-
ing,  you import them into the program,  hit the de-
lete button, it then ask's you if you are sure you
wish to delete this / these files, warning you once
done you will not be able to recover them.
You hit the delete button and your files are gone for
good.   Even  forensic software cannot find them
…..        It is as simple as that……
I downloaded it on line,  then I received a back up
CD in the post allowing me to make a portable
copy.

MediaWipe by Freshcrop. A great program
that gets my seal of approval,  and I am fussy.



Nostalgia

As you see this is a square photograph so was taken on my old Kodak 66 folding front camera

For the middle of summer I am printing another summer photo going back to the 1960’s

I remember well.

This is my old Dad God bless him,  standing in some long wild grass,  the pier in the foreground is
Sandown in the Isle of Wight,  with Shanklin further on followed by Blackdown Shine.

It was so hot this summer we had to go drives in our old Morris Minor 1000  to try to keep cool,  with the
quarter lights turned in to funnel the air into the car.

Summers did used to be summer back in the good old days of yesteryear.

Where have they all gone I have to wonder ?
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Subject: Breast Cancer Awareness Circular

This was passed onto me for anyone interested in
Breast Cancer Awareness & the Prevention of Breast
Cancer
Please read this...        Its very important....
.                        It could save lives…

Some time ago, I attended a Breast Cancer Awareness
Seminar
During the Q & A period, I asked why the most
common area for Breast Cancer was near the armpit.
My question  could not be answered at that time.
This e-mail was just sent to me, and I find it interesting
that my question has been answered.
I challenge you all to re-think your everyday use of a
product that could ultimately lead to a terminal illness.
As of today, I will change my use.
I showed it to a friend going through chemotherapy
and she said she learned this fact in a support group
recently.
I wish I had known it 14 years ago.    I just got
information from a health seminar that I would like to
share.
The leading cause of Breast Cancer is the use of
Anti-Perspirant.    What?
A concentration of toxins and leads to cell mutations:
a.k.a. CANCER. Yes,    ANTI-PERSPIRANT.
Most of the products out there are an anti-
perspirant/deodorant combination, so go home and
check.
Deodorant is fine, anti-perspirant is not.

Here's why:    The human body has a few areas that it
uses to purge toxins; behind the knees, behind the ears,
groin area, and armpits.
The toxins are purged in the form of perspiration.
Anti-perspirant, as the name clearly indicates,
prevents you from perspiring,   thereby inhibiting the
body from purging toxins from below the armpits.
These toxins do not just magically disappear,   Instead
the body deposits them in the lymph nodes below the
arms since it cannot sweat them out.
 Nearly all Breast Cancer tumors occur in the upper

WOULD YOU LIKE TO INCREASE YOUR CHANCE OF
NOT  GETTING BREAST  CANCER

outside quadrant of the breast area.
 This is precisely where the lymph nodes are located.
Additionally, men are less likely (but not completely
exempt) to develop Breast Cancer prompted by
anti-perspirant usage because most of the anti-perspirant
product is caught in their hair and is not directly applied
 to the skin.
Women who apply anti-perspirant right after shaving
increase the risk further because shaving causes almost
 imperceptible nicks in the skin which give the chemicals
entrance into the body from the armpit area.

Please pass this along to anyone you care about.      Breast
Cancer is becoming frighteningly common.
 This awareness may save lives.
If you are skeptical about these findings, I urge you to do
some research for yourself.      You will arrive at the same
conclusions, I assure you.
End of circular.

COPYRITE WARNING:
Passing this article on could seriously save lives !
Please  send to as many people as you can.

I was sent this many years ago,  and print it eve-
ry year so our new readers can take advantage
of this life saving information.

THEN READ THIS   -   IT COULD SAVE YOUR LIFE

I have also got a large in depth article by a can-
cer specialist who has wrote hundreds of
books and papers on the subject,  who says ….

 “ There is a proven link between breast cancer
and anti perspirant”….

A funny story from Ron
Chairman of the Corinthians

Who went home to spirit last July

While driving home one day,  a policeman pulled him over
as he was speeding a little.

Ron just sat there while the “copper” went on and on.

When the policeman had finished,     Ron put his hearing
aid into his ear,  and said ….. “ Pardon ”  …… LOL.

I can just see Ron doing that.         God bless him.



 THE BIG WHEEL COMES TO MARBLE ARCH
CONTINUES FROM FRONT PAGE:

Photographs taken with my Cannon EOS digital camera, the
above was taken at night and hand held at only 1/10th second at
F5.
Normally anything lower than 1/60 second can cause camera
shake with most people, a steady hand could manage 1/30th.
This is not just a testimonial to my steady hand,  but a lot of
help with modern technologies with image stabilising lenses.

Just 2 of numerous
people begging in

Oxford street.

After returning from my patients home,  seeing the big
wheel through my hotel room,  I decided to take a walk
to take some photographs.

You can see the Marble Arch just behind the wheel,
my hotel room was behind that.

Later after I had a rest and the light was going,  seeing
the wheel lit up I thought I would walk over there again
to take some night photographs.

See above right.

Below and right is Marble Arch with no lighting.

I took all my night photographs by hand held only,
relying on a steady hand and the image stabilizing
system in the lens.

All these taken by natural lighting with no flash.

This is the first time I have really tried this camera out
so I am quite impressed with the quality of the pic-
tures.

Both pictures are taken without lighting,  the one be-
low I took a meter reading of Marble Arch,  so it has
shown it up light, the photo bottom left I took a meter
reading of the overhaul lighting,  I prefer this photo-
graph as I feel it has more mood and atmosphere to it.
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Charity  Donations

Reverend Malcolm is area
contact for Cornwall & Devon

Any one can join, not just
healers, you are all welcome
Take a look on our web site

for information,
www.cor i n th ia nhea l ing . co .uk
T e lephone:  01323  846546

O r  R e v e r e n d  Ma l c o l m o n
0 7 5  8 1 1  3 7  6 4 9

Corinthian Church
& Healing Association

With our charity status, & spiritual pathway, w e are hear to help you - complete confidentiality
No set time scale - no card charges - please ring for information or to book - 10am to 10pm

Readings only £1-00p per minute to help fund our charity, we ring you inc. mobiles
We fund the charity with the donations received from psychic and tarot readings

Prince Ricky
© © Reverend Malcolm © Reverend MalcolmDebit & creditCard : 075 811 37 649

Charity  Donations
If you would like to send us a donation for our Charity

it is very simple & easy to do …
You may use a credit or debit card, by post,  email, text or phone, also the secure WorldPay donate button

yourself on our web site

www.spiritualhealingassociationworldwide.co.uk   Telephone: 075 811 37 649  -  Overseas (44) 75 811 37 649

Or the good old fashion way, send us a cheque or P.O., or just pop into your bank (or ours Lloyds).

      Spiritual Healing Association Worldwide    -    Acc. No: 01388378      -     Sort code: 30-91-68
               or send to: Polgray Cottage, Shutta, East Looe,  Cornwall PL13 1LY

All photographs & material are the copyrite of Reverend Malcolm - If you do not want to receive future copies, Email, or phone and inform reception. © Spiritual Healing Association

All major credit
Cards accepted

WorldPay
secure payment

My good friend Ron Jones,  founder
 & chairman of the Corinthian Church and
Healing Ass. who invited me to be a Healing

Minister for them back in the 1990’s,
sadly went home to spirit last July.

AMAZON  SCAM
I thought Amazon should be an honourable company with integrity  -   how wrong I was !
A few weeks ago I brought a top of the range blue tooth head set to use for treating my patients,  especially
when on my travels,   on Amazon’s advert there was a cash back offer,  £20 to be credited to my account
once the item has been sent if brought by a certain time,  as I did,  so I waited with patience to see my ac-
count been credited by Amazon as per the advert.
I even spent a further £200 on other items while waiting for my credit.
After may weeks and no credit or communication by Amazon, I contacted them,  6 TIMES ….. ALL
WERE IGNORED !
This showing a company with no honesty, integrity, care, or professionalism motivated by greed and profit.
First I sent 3 emails, all were answered but no one got back to me after explaining the problem to them,
then I rang Amazon and was fobbed off by a lady who simply couldn’t care less by her attitude, in fact she
even refused to give me an address to write to,  this shows all about the company in my opinion.
I found 2 different addresses on line so posted a letter to both, neither one had the decency,  the manors,
or the care to even answer my serious complaint !
SO PLEASE BEWARE IF YOU SEE ANY CLAIMS OF DISCOUNTS
OR CREDIT, should you decide to trust Amazon make sure you have
a copy of such advert,  I did not and was scammed out of £20 by them.
I shall send one more letter by post to Amazon to see if they will make
any comment on this, or do the right thing, credit my account as adver
tised, should they respond, or credit me as they should have done,
 I will keep you in the picture in future newsletters.
I have spent a great deal of money with other companies since this
scam so Amazon has lost all this business off me.
Apart from that I noticed they put up the free postage by 100%,  you
now have so spend £20 to get free postage when there are so many
companies that give free postage as general rule.
I have since received bulk emails claiming £10 off from them ?
NO WAY WILL I TRUST THEM AGAIN WITH FALSE CLAIMS.



Sheila & Tundra

Psychic Artist Sheila Moore
This is something I have done since I came into the spiritual world about
40 years ago now. I always loved doing portraits so it came very naturally.

Chakra Angels…
Image of Guide or Loved One in watercolour presented A5

in a card setting with the surround decorated in the
chakra colour that your helper wishes to inspire you with.

Comes with a description of the philosophies of that particular chakra.
Or... A Pastel or Pencil drawing on A4 paper with a mount.

£17.00 Price includes postage.
Contact Sheila Tel: 01366 328 629

www.psychicartspiritualvisions.com

Please pass any comments you may have to us,
no matter what they may be.

Do  you  recognise  these  people  ?


